
Philosophy
Blueman doesn’t speak: he knows how valuable his silent style is, helping him 
make contact free from any influence, free from any message. He quickly realised 
that his clumsy giant demeanour helps him approach people of any age, culture 
or background. He soon started to feel like some kind of free ambassador, whose 
role was simply to connect people. Although he is aware that his calling might ap-
pear foolish, he genuinely feels that he can forge links and bring people together.

1999 - 2019
The blissful Blueman has now been roving for almost 20 years, having vi-
sited over 20 countries and met thousands of people. His travels have been 
recorded and narrated in different ways, in words, photographs, drawings 
and films. Blueman roams the world, going where his mood and encoun-
ters take him. From Switzerland to Japan, taking in Europe, North Ameri-
ca, Mexico, India, the former Soviet Union, Thailand and recently Sene-
gal, the blue guy voyages purely to make acquaintances and his kooky 
appearance means he never goes unnoticed. He always meets someone 
and, as adventures are enjoyed and shared, lasting friendships are formed.

An exhibition hall
To celebrate his 20th anniversary, our untiring traveller has created a special ex-
hibition in the form of a tent shaped like a giant blue being. Visitors will literally be 
able to get inside the character and share his experiences. The aim is to bring 
people together, create a shared experience and make new connections. The 
structure is flexible and can be erected virtually anywhere. It is easy to transport, 
and quick to assemble and take down again. Given the way it has been de-
signed, most of its maintenance can be done remotely. Like the hero it is named 
after, the exhibition is made to travel and to share extraordinary experiences.
 

Mobile
Blueman was born in Neuchâtel, a canton in a small but outward-looking country, for 
which he become a free ambassador. After its opening stage in September 2019, 
the travelling exhibition will visit different venues across the globe as part of a very 
special odyssey. It is only natural that the first step on this worldwide tour is Neu-
châtel, the cherished home of Blueman. It will then travel to different ‘Neuchâtel’ or 
Newcastles around the world. These cities formed an Alliance 20 years ago, just as 
our character came to life, and that Alliance is now a natural network for Blueman.

Newcastles of the World
The exhibition is a great way of connecting the Newcastles of the World. The 
Alliance and the Blueman are not only of the same age but they share the same 
humanist values. Hosting the exhibition would emphasise the strong links that 
unite each these cities. The town of Neuchâtel (Switzerland) is providing financial 
and logistical support for the project. Host cities thus simply need to provide a 
space for the tent and the electrical installation required for the exhibition. They 
are free to communicate on the project as they wish. It is preferable to appoint 
a contact person on the ground. The exhibition is independent in terms of trans-
port and installation, but a team should be provided to take the exhibition down. 
At every port of call, a ‘family portrait’ will be taken of the host city’s inhabitants 
and the image featured in a 360° projection in the exhibition in the next city.

Are you ready to welcome Blueman?
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